
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ ជី មុនីវង]់  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Monivong]  
 
[00:00]  
 
េTUពីWរលក់េYផZះ និងលក់ឱ^បងTប _ស េត`អ#កaែដលមកទិញអងe fចពីបង? 
Besides selling at your house [to visitors] and selling to your brother, who were your 
customers?  
 

&នអ#កលក់ែដរ! អ#កលក់េYrមTs*ទ។ ចួនWល &នអ#កលក់ពីរ 
ឬបីអ#កែដលមកទិញ។ ឥឡy វេនះ ខ{ | ំមិនសូវដឹងែដរ េ�យ*រខ{ | ំ�នេធ� `យូរ�# ំេហ̀យ។ 
There were other sellers. Sellers at the temples! Sometimes there were a few 
buyers who came to buy. Now I do not know any more because I have 
stopped for a long time.  

 
[00:27]  
 
�គេTច`ន េត`េគទិញអងe fចេ�េធ� `អ� ី?  
Most of the time, what did they buy for?  
 

អ#កែដលទិញអងe fចខ{ | ំ�គេTច`ន  ពួកេគទិញយកេ�លក់េYrមTs*ទែដរ។ 
ពួកេគលក់ឱ^េភ��វេទសចរណ៍េYrមTs*ទមួយចំនួនដូច�៖ Ts*ទrTពហ�  
Ts*ទអង�រវត1 និងTs*ទប�Z យក1 ី។ ខ{ | ំដឹងែតបីTs*ទេនះេទ 
ែដល&នអ#កលក់អងe fច។ េប`rមTs*ទដៃទេទ�ត ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងេទ។  
Most of my customers bought Angkuoch to sell at the temples. They sold 
them to tourists at a few temples such as Ta Prohm temple, Angkor Wat 
temple and Beanteay Kei temple. I know only these three temples that had 
Angkuoch sellers. If we are talking about other temples, I have no idea.  

 
ែតបង�� ប់&នអ#កេលងអងe fចaមកទិញពីបង�Z ល់េទ? 
Have you ever had buyers come to buy from you directly?  
 

sទ! អ#កេលងអងe fចេ�ះេហ̀យែដលមកទិញអងe fចពីខ{ | ំេ�។  
Yes! The Angkuoch players came to buy Angkuoch from me directly.  

 
េត`េគេTប`អងe fចេYេពលa?  េហ̀យេTប`េដ`ម¢ីអ� ី? 
When do we use Angkuoch? For what?  
 

េរ¤ងេនះ ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ ែតពីរយូរមកេហ̀យ...rំងពីខ{ | ំដឹងក1 ីមក 
ខ{ | ំដឹង¥េយ̀ងេធ� `អងe fចេដ`ម¢ីលក់ឱ^េភ��វេទសចរណ៍។ ¦&នrំងពីយូរមកេហ̀យ 
ដូចេនះខ{ | ំមិនសូវដឹងTបវត1 ិែដរ។  
I have no idea. It has been a long time… When I grew up, I knew that I had to 
make Angkuoch for selling to tourists. It has been a long time so I do not 
know its history well.  

 
[01:22]  
 
អ#កខ� ះេTប`អងe fចេដ`ម¢ីេលង ែតបងដូច��� ប់Tsប់ខ{ | ំ¥ 
បង�� ប់េឃ̀ញេគយកអងe fចេ�ចូលរមួTបកួត។ េត`ពិតឬេទ? 
Some people play Angkuoch for fun. But you just told me that you saw someone 
taking it to join a competition. Is that right?  
 



 

 

Wលខ{ | ំេម`លទូរទស«ន៍េY�# ២ំ០១៩ ឬTបែហល២០១៨ ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញេគេលងអងe fចែដក 
េYក± |ងកម� វ ²ធី...ក± |ងទូរទស«ន៍ហង«&ស ក± |ងកម� វ ²ធី*កល¢ងសមត³�ព។ 
អ#កa&នជំ�ញអី េគ´ចបµ¶ ញជំ�ញេ�ះ ដូច�៖ · ំ េTច�ង។ល។   
When I watched TV in 2019 or 2018, I saw a man perform Angkuoch Daek in a 
TV program… It was on Hang Meas TV [station], “Got Talents” Program. 
Whoever has skills, they can showcase them through that program, like 
dancing, singing, and so on.  

 
ប៉ុែន1ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញជន�តិមួយេ�ះ�Z ត់អងe fច ។ អងe fចែដលខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញេ�ះ�អងe fចែដក។ 
ខ{ | ំគិត¥ ¦sនេធ� `ក± |ងTបេទសៃថ។ ខ{ | ំមិនសូវដឹងពីTបវត1 ិអងe fចែដកេ�ះេទ។  
But I saw a foreigner perform Angkuoch. The Angkuoch that I saw was 
Angkuoch Daek. I think it was made in Thailand. I do not really know about its 
background.  

 
េត`បងsនដងឹអ� ីខ� ះពីអងe fចែដក? 
What do you know about Angkuoch Daek?  
 

និÁយពីអងe fចែដក ខ{ | ំដឹងែតប៉ុណÂ ឹងេទ។ ខ{ | ំមិនែដលsនេឃ̀ញ�Z ល់េទ។ 
ខ{ | ំsនេឃ̀ញែតrមទូរទស«ន៍ ក± |ងកម� វ ²ធី*កល¢ងសមត³�ព។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនែដលេឃ̀ញេគេធ� `អងe fចែដកេទ  ខ{ | ំ�� ប់េឃ̀ញែតេគ�Z ត់។ េពលមួយេ�ះ 
បងខ{ | ំsនWន់យកឱ^ខ{ | ំេម`លែដរ។ អងe fចេ�ះ Ãត់ដូរ�មួយេភ��វ។ 
Ãត់ដូរ�មួយអងe fចឬស«ី។ ែតខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥ បងខ{ | ំទុក¦េYឯaេទ។ 
Tបែហល�sត់េហ̀យក៏មិនដឹង េ�យ*រÃត់sនមកយូរ�# ំែដរ!  
With regard to Angkuoch Daek, I know only that much. I have never seen one 
personally. I only saw it on TV, on the Got Talents Program. I have never met 
anyone who makes Angkuoch Daek. I only saw a man play it. Once upon a 
time, my brother brought one to show me. He exchanged it with his customer. 
He exchanged it for his Angkuoch Russey. I do not know where he keeps it 
now. Perhaps it is lost because he exchanged it a long time ago now.  

 
[02:50]  
 
េ�យ*រ¦�របស់ែដលÃត់ដូរ េត`បងsន*ក ឬេលងែដរឬេទ? 
Did you ever try playing it?  
 

ខ{ | ំមិនsន�Z ត់េទ។  ខ{ | ំTÃន់ែតWន់¦េម`ល។ ¦�Z ត់េ�ដូច�មិនសូវលឺសេម�ងែដរ។ 
ឬTបែហល�ខ{ | ំមិនËន់ដឹង¥ េគ�Z ត់¦រេប�បa។ ខ{ | ំsនេឃ̀ញម1ងេ�ះ។ 
ែតឥឡy វTបែហលsត់េហ̀យ! មិនដឹង¥បងយកេ�asត់!  
I did not play it. I only held it. It did not make a good sound. Or perhaps that 
was because I do not know the playing technique. I saw it once. Now, perhaps 
it is lost. I am not sure where my brother keeps it.  

 
[03:14] 
 
េពលែដលបងេឃ̀ញេគេលងអងe fច េត`បងេឃ̀ញេគេលងែតអងe fចទេទ 
ឬក៏េគេលង�មួយនឹងឧបករណ៍េផ«ង?  
When you saw a man perform with his Angkuoch [Daek], do you remember whether 
that man played it solo or with other instruments?  
 

ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញេគេលងេ�យ&នចµ� ក់ចេTម�ង។ េគ�Z ត់េ�យ&នេភ�ងអម�មួយផង 
ែតខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគÐត់ ឬេគេរ�នមកពីaេទ។ ខ{ | ំ�� ប់ែតេឃ̀ញrមទូរទស«ន៍ 
េហ̀យេគេលងÁ៉ងពិេ·ះ។ រយៈេពលែដលេគ�Z ត់ដូច�បី េ�បួន�ទីេទ!  



 

 

I saw that that man could make rhythms with his Angkuoch performance. He 
played along with rhythm. I do not know how he rehearsed or who he learned 
it from. I only saw it on TV and he played beautifully. His performance took 
three or four minutes!  

 
េត`បងេឃ̀ញេគេលងែតអងe fចទេទ ឬក៏េគេលង�មួយនឹងឧបករណ៍េផ«ង?  
Do you remember whether he played solo Angkuoch or with other instruments?  
 

អត់េទ! េគផÒ |ំែតអងe fចេទ ប៉ុែន1¦�អងe fចែដក។  
ខ{ | ំចង់បÓÔ ក់¥¦មិនែមន�អងe fចឬស«ីេទ។  
No! He played Angkuoch only. It was Angkuoch Daek. I just wanted to clarify 
that it was not Angkuoch Russey.  

 
[03:48]  
 
េត`អ#កេលងេ�ះ�ជន�តិអ� ី? 
What was his nationality? 

 
ខ{ | ំមិនsនេម`លេទ។ ខ{ | ំេម`លែតមួយែភ�ត េហ̀យកម� វ ²ធីេគក៏ចប់។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនសូវេម`លទូរទស«ន៍េទ។ [េស̀ច...] 
I did not notice. I just watched it and the program ended. I did not really use to 
watch TV. [Laughs…]  

 
េត`បងគិត¥Ãត់�ជន�តិែខ� រ ឬជន�តិបរេទស? 
Do you think he is a Cambodian or foreigner?  
 

ជន�តិបរេទស!  
Foreigner!  

 
[04:03] 
 
សT&ប់បងែដល�អ#កេធ� `អងe fចែដរ 
េត`បង&ន´រម�ណ៍Á៉ងaេពលែដលេឃ̀ញេគេលងអងe fចែដក? 
As you are also an Angkuoch maker, how did you feel when you saw there was 
Angkuoch Daek performance?  
 

េទ! &នអី! ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញេគេលងពិេ·ះែដរ។ ខ{ | ំេចះ�Z ត់ធម�r។ ែតេគ�Z ត់&នេភ�ង 
និងចµ� ក់របស់េគ។  
No! Nothing! I just noticed that it was beautiful. I only know the simple playing 
technique but he could play with rhythm and melody.  

 
[04:21]  
 
េត`បងគិត¥ ¦&នTបវត1 ិយូរលង់ ឬÁ៉ងaែដរ? 
What do you think about its background?  
 

េ�យ*រេគេលងខុសពីេយ̀ង ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងេគ&នTបវត1 ិយូរប៉ុaÂ ? 
ប៉ុែន1rំងពីខ{ | ំដឹងក1 ីមក ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញ&នអងe fចឬស«េីនះ&នរចួេTសច។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥¦&នTបភពមកពីaេទ។ ែតrំងពីខ{ | ំេក`តមក ខ{ | ំេឃ̀ញឪពុកខ{ | ំេចះេធ� ` 
ខ{ | ំក៏េរ�នេធ� `rមÃត់។ ខ{ | ំក៏េចះមកដល់សព�ៃថ×។  
Since his playing was different from mine, I do not know for how long it has 
existed. Back when I was growing up, I already saw Angkuoch Russey then. I do 



 

 

not know where it came from. Since I was born, I saw my father making it. So 
then, I learned from him. I still know the making process now.  

 
[04:51]  
 
េ�យ*របង�អ#កេធ� ` េត`បង�� ប់េឃ̀ញេគេលងែដរឬេទ? 
Since you were Angkuoch maker, have you ever seen someone play your instrument?  
 

ខ{ | ំមិនែដលេឃ̀ញេគេលងេទ។ �គេTច`ន បងTប _សខ{ | ំយកេ�លក់េ�អងe fចsត់ៗ។ 
ែតខ{ | ំលឺពីអ#កលក់េYក± |ងTs*ទដូចÃ# Tsប់¥ ¦&នសេម�ងពិេ·ះ។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥Ãត់�Z ត់រេប�បេម៉ចេទ ខ{ | ំមិនេចះែដរ។ [េស̀ច...] 
I have never seen someone else play it. Most of the time, my brother took 
them to sell. However, I heard the other sellers at the temple tell me that they 
could make a good sound. I did not know how to play it either. [Laughs…]  

 
[05:08]  
 
ចុះWលពីបងេYេក�ង បង�� ប់េឃ̀ញÙស់ៗេលងែដរឬេទ? 
When you were young, did you see old people play this instrument?  
 

Wលពីេក�ង Ùស់ៗខ�ះមិន*� ល់អងe fចេទ។ េគ´ច*� ល់rមតំបន់ែដរ។ 
តំបន់Ts*ទខ�ះ&ន ខ� ះក៏&ន។ មនុស«េYតំបន់ខ� ះក៏មិន*� ល់។  
When I was young, most of the old people I know did not play Angkuoch. 
Some people who lived around the temple knew how to play and some did 
not. Some people who lived in other areas did not know how.  

 
អ#កេស�ម·បេធ� `អងe fចrមតំបន់ែដរែមនេទ? 
Did people from Siem Reap make Angkuoch as well, depending on their location?  
 

េប`rមខ{ | ំដឹង ខ{ | ំគិត¥&នមនុស«ែតប៉ុ�� ន�ក់ប៉ុេaÂ ះែដលេចះ។ Wលពីដំបូង 
អ#កTសះTសង់ពីរ�ក់ែដលេចះ ែតពួកÃត់ដូច�ឈប់អស់េហ̀យ។ 
ក± |ងចំេaមពីរ�ក់ 
េ�ះ &នមិត1ខ{ | ំ&# ក់ែដរែដលេចះ។ ែតេពលេនះ 
Ãត់ដូច�ឈប់េហ̀យេពលែដលÃត់&នWរµរេធ� `។ 
Wរេធ� `លក់េនះ´Tស័យេល̀អ#កទិញែដរ។ េពលែដលអ#កទិញលក់�ច់ 
េគក៏មកយកពីេយ̀ង។ ចួនWល េគលក់មិន�ច់ក± |ងបួន ឬTsំៃថ× 
េគក៏មិនយកពីខ{ | ំែដរ។ ¦ពិsក មិនដូចពីមុន។ ពីមុន �ក់េ��ច់! ែតេពលេនះ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងែដរ។  ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងទីផÜររបស់េគÁ៉ងaេទ។  ខ{ | ំដឹងែត¥ េប`េគយក 
ខ{ | ំេល̀កយកេ�ឱ^េគ។  
To my knowledge, I think there were only a few people who knew [how to 
make Angkuoch Russey]. Before, there were two people in Sras Srang village 
who knew how, but now they have already stopped. Among them, one is my 
friend. But I think he stopped when he got a job. The selling depended on the 
buying too. If they sellers could sell well, they came to buy from me. 
Sometimes they could not sell for four or five days, hence, they did not come 
to buy from me. It was hard, unlike earlier times. Before I could sell them all, 
but now I have no idea. I do not understand the market well. I only know that 
if they took the order, I sold Angkuoch to them.  

 
[06:16] 
 
េពលែដលលក់�ច់េពលេ�ះ េត`&នេក�ងៗេចះេធ� `េTច`នែដរឬេទ? 
When you could sell well, were there many kids who made it [Angkuoch] as well?  



 

 

 
ពីមុន! េក�ងៗែដលេចះេធ� `ែតពីរ ឬបី�ក់េទ។ េហ̀យេពលេ�ះលក់�ច់េទ�តផង។ 
¦�េរ¤ងេសដÞកិចßរបស់េគ។ ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងពី*³ ន�ពេសដÞកិចßរបស់េគ។ ែតេពលេនះ 
ខ{ | ំគិត¥¦លក់មិនសូវ�ច់េទ។ Tគà*រខ{ | ំក៏ឈប់េធ� `លក់ឱ^អ#កaេទ�តេទ។  
ពួកÃត់សT&កេធ� `Tបែហល�មួយ�# ំ េ�ពីរ�# ំេហ̀យ។ ចំេáះខ{ | ំ 
ខ{ | ំមិនsនេធ� `រយៈេពលបី ឬបួន�# ំ។  
Before! There were only a few kids and they could sell them well. It depended 
on the economy. I did not understand their economy. But now, I think we 
cannot make a profit out of selling them any more. My family have stopped 
selling and making [Angkuoch]. They stopped around one to two years ago. I 
personally stopped three or four years ago now.  
 

[06:56] 
 
េពលែដលបងេYេធ� ` េត`បងsនេឃ̀ញ¥អ#កaែដលចូលចិត1េលងអងe fច? េក�ង?Ùស់?Tសី? 
Tប _ស? 
When you made Angkuoch, who liked to play Angkuoch? Young people? Old people? 
Female? Or male?  
  

អ#កែដលេលងអងe fច�គេTច`ន�អ#កលក់។ អ#កលក់Tបែហលបី 
ឬបួន�ក់ែដលចូលចិត1េលង េពលែដលេគយក¦េ�លក់។ េគ�Z ត់ឱ^េភ��វ*1 ប់ 
េពលែដលេភ��វេដ`រមក។  
Most of the Angkuoch players were sellers. There were three or four sellers 
who liked to play when they went to sell. They played for their customers or 
they played when tourists came across their places.  

 
[07:20]  
 
ដូចខ{ | ំsននិÁយ�មួយឪពុកបង  Ãត់¥Ùស់ៗពីេដ`មេTប`អងe fចេដ`ម¢ីែញ៉រTសី។  
When I talked to your father, he told me that old people used to flirt with girls.  
 

ខ{ | ំមិនsនដឹងែដរ។ េប`បងសួរខ{ | ំអំពីTបវតិ1របស់¦ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងេទេTáះខ{ | ំមិនែដលsនសួរឪពុកខ{ | ំែដរ។ េប`ែញ៉រTសី 
ខ{ | ំ�Z ត់អងe fចមិនsនេទ។ Ëល់ែតខ{ | ំេTប`áក^សម1 ី! [េស̀ច...!]  
I do not know about that either. If you ask me about its background, I do not 
know because I never asked my father. About flirting with girls, I do not think 
that Angkuoch would work. It wouldn’t work unless [the men] blew words [to 
girls]. [Laughs…]  

 
េYេពលែដលបងលឺ¥ េគេTប`អងe fចេដ`ម¢ីែញ៉រTសី េត`បងយល់Á៉ងaែដរ? 
បងចង់*កល¢ងែដរឬេទ?  
When you hear that people used Angkuoch to flirt with girls, what do you think? Do 
you want to try?  
 

ចង់*ក គឺខ{ | ំចង់! ប៉ុែន1ខ{ | ំគិត¥ ¦មិនsន��ច់�ត។ [េស̀ច...]  
I want to try. But I am very sure that it would not work. [Laughs…]  

 
[08:09]  
 
អមãញ់មិញ បងTsប់ខ{ | ំ¥ បងែតងែតេលងអងe fចេដ`ម¢ីឱ^េគ*1 ប់។ េYេពលែដលេគលឺ 
េត`េគបេäß ញTបតិកម�ែបបa?  
Just now, you told me that you always played Angkuoch for others to listen to. When 
they heard it, how did they react to you?  



 

 

 
ចួនWល េភ��វខ� ះ...ខ{ | ំមិនsនលក់ដូចបងTប _សខ{ | ំេទ។ ចួនWល 
េពលែដល&នេភ��វេដ`រWត់ ខ{ | ំេ�លក់។ ែតេភ��វខ� ះ េភ��វែដលsនដឹង និង�� ប់លឺ 
េគមិន&នសកម��ពអ� ីេទ។ េគេធ� `ធម�r។ េពលែដលខ{ | ំេដ`រេ�Wន់Ãត់ 
Ãត់TÃន់ែតនិÁយអរគុណ េហ̀យÃត់Tsប់ខ{ | ំ¥ Ãត់*� ល់េហ̀យ។ ចួនWល 
សT&ប់មនុស«ែដលមិន�� ប់*� ល់ េគសួរខ{ | ំ¥ ¦�របស់អ� ី? េគ¥¦ែប�ក។ 
េគសួរ¥¦េធ� `មកពីអ� ី។ ខ{ | ំក៏Tsប់េគ¥ ¦េធ� `មកពីឬស«ី។ េហ̀យខ{ | ំក៏ផÒ |ំឱ^េគ*1 ប់ 
េហ̀យÃត់ដឹង Ãត់´ចទិញពីខ{ | ំ។ ែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង!  
Sometimes, some customers… I did not sell Angkuoch like my brother. 
Sometimes when tourists came across this way, I went to promote Angkuoch 
for the sake of selling it. But for some tourists who had seen and heard it 
before, they did not react at all. They behaved as normal. When I walked 
toward them, they just said ‘Thank you’ and they told me that they already 
knew about it. Sometimes, those who did not know about it, they always asked 
me, ‘What is that?’. They said it was new for them. They asked me what it was 
made from. I told them that it was made from bamboo. And I played for them. 
When they knew about it, they could buy it from me. That’s it.  

 
[09:12]   
 
�គេTច`ន េត`ែខ� រឬបរេទសែដលទិញអងe fចពីបង? 
Were most of your customers foreigners or Cambodian?  
 

�គេTច`នេភ��វបរេទស�អ#កទិញ។ េភ��វែខ� រមិនµយទិញេទ។ �គេTច`ន 
Ãត់TÃន់ែតសំុ�Z ត់ េហ̀យÃត់ក៏េដ`រេ�sត់។ [េស̀ច...]  
Many of my customers were foreigners. Cambodians tourists did not like to 
buy. Most of the time, they just asked me to demonstrate and then they 
walked away. [Laughs…]  

 
[09:36] 
 
េត`បងគិត¥ែខ� រÙប់´រម�ណ៍ពីឧបករណ៍េនះែដរឬអត់?  
Were Cambodians interested in this instrument?  
 

អ#កខ� ះÙប់´រម�ណ៍ េហ̀យអ#កខ�ះក៏ទិញែដរ។ អ#កខ�ះទិញពីខ{ | ំមួយឬពីរ។ 
េគយកេ�េម`ល ឬយកេ�េលង ខ{ | ំក៏មិនដឹងែដរ។ ចូនWល 
េពលែដលេគេដ`រេលងrមTs*ទ  េគសំុទិញមួយឬពីរ។ ែត�គេTច`ន 
ខ{ | ំលក់�ច់នឹងេភ��វបរេទស។  
Some [Cambodian] people were interested and some of them also made a 
purchase. Some people bought one or two. I do not know whether they 
bought it to sell or to play. Sometimes when they went for a walk around the 
temples, they bought one or two. But most of the time, I could sell well to 
foreign tourists.  

 
[10:03] 
  
េត`េភ��វTសីឬTប _សែដលចូលចិត1ទិញអងe fច?  
Female tourists or male tourists?  
 

និÁយរមួេ� ¦´Tស័យrមចំណង់ចំណូលចិត1របស់េគ។ ចួនWលTសី ចួនWលTប _ស! 
ខ{ | ំកំណត់មិនsន។ ចួនWល េគÙប់´រម�ណ៍េ�យ*របុគ�លេ�ះចូលចិត1។ ដូេច#ះ 
ខ{ | ំក៏លក់ឱ^េគេ�។  



 

 

In short, it depended on their interest. Sometimes female or sometimes male! I 
could not judge. Sometimes they were interested because they liked it. So, I 
sold it to them.  

 
អäß ឹង&នន័យ¥ បង�� ប់&នមនុស«Tសីទិញពីបងែដរ? 
So that means you also had female customers buying Angkuoch from you?  
 

េភ��វបរេទសTសីទិញេស� `Ã# នឹងេភ��វបរេទសTប _សែដរ។  
Some female foreign tourists bought it just like men.  

 
[10:38] 
 
េត`េគ�� ប់េTប�បេធ�បអងe fចនឹងរបស់អ� ីមួយេទ? 
Have you ever heard people comparing Angkuoch with something else?  
 

ចួនWល េគេTប�បេធ�បអងe fចនឹងខÒ |យ។ ែតេគែតងែតសួរ¥ 
េហតុអ� ីsន�ខ{ | ំមិនផÒ |ំខÒ |យ ែតែបរ��Z ត់អងe fចេ�វ ²ញ? 
េហ̀យេគ¥េហតុអ� ីsនអងe fចេធ� `ពីឬស«ី?េហ̀យខÒ |យេធ� `ពីពកេ�វ ²ញ? 
Sometimes people compared Angkuoch with khloy [Cambodian flute]. People 
always asked why I do not play khloy but play Angkuoch instead. And they 
asked why Angkuoch was made from [one type of] bamboo and khloy was 
made from another type of bamboo. 

 
�ងបងេគេçÁ៉ងេម៉ចេ�វ ²ញ?  
How do people in your area call it [that other type of bamboo for khloy]? 

 
េគេçដកៃម៉។  
They call it ‘Dok Mai’.  
 

េគេçដកៃម៉ហ# ឹងa! អ#កេស�ម·បេç¦¥ «ពក»។ បងមកពី�ងaែដរ? 
េប`និÁយដកៃម៉ ខ{ | ំមិន*� ល់ែដរ។  [េស̀ច...]  
They call it ‘Dok Mai’. People from Siem Reap call it ‘Pok’. Where do you come 
from? If you call it ‘Dok Mai’, I do not know. [Laughs…] 

 
អ#កTស _កខ{ | ំេTប`�*គួរសមaស់!  
People in my area use a very polite word!  
 

គួរសម!  
So polite!  

 
[11:20]  
 
អäß ឹង&នន័យ¥ មនសុ«Tសីក៏ទិញអងe fចយកេ�េTប`ែដរ? ខ{ | ំ�� ប់លឺេគ¥ 
េគមិនឱ^មនុស«TសីេលងខÒ |យេទ។  អäß ឹងខ{ | ំចង់ដងឹ¥ 
េត`េគគិត¥មនុស«Tសីមិនគួរេលងអងe fចេ�យេហតុផលËងំេនះែដរឬេទ?  
So that means women also bought Angkuoch to play? I heard that women are not 
supposed to play khloy. So I would like to know whether people think the same way 
about Angkuoch?  
 

អត់េទ! ដូច�Ã� នេទ! ខ{ | ំមិនែដលលឺ¥ េគមិនឱ^មនុស«Tសីេលងអងe fច។ 
េTសចែតចិត1អ#កចង់េលងេទ! េប`ពួកÃត់ចងផÒ |ំ េគលក់ឱ^ពួកÃត់េហ̀យ។ 
សំ�ន់េល̀Wរចូលចិត1េទ!អ#កលក់មិនេរ êសមនុស«Tប _ស ឬTសីេទ។ េប`Tសីទិញ េគលក់។ 
េប`Tប _សទិញ េគក៏លក់។  



 

 

No! I do not think so. I have never heard that women are not allowed to play 
Angkuoch. It depends on whether they want to play or not. If they want to 
play, they [the sellers] sell Angkuoch to them. It depends on interest, not 
gender. If women want to buy it, they sell it to them. If men want to buy it, 
they also sell it to them.  

 
ែតÙស់ៗគិតÁ៉ងេម៉ចែដរ? 
What do old people think about this matter?  
 

Ùស់ៗមិននិÁយអ� ីេទ!ឱ^ែតលក់�ច់! Tសីក៏េលងsន! Tប _សក៏េលងsន!  
Old people do not comment on this! As long as we can sell it [it’s ok]. Woman 
can play it. So can men.  

  
[11:58]  
 
េ�យ*របង�� ប់លក់អងe fច 
េត`េក�ងៗTបតិកម�Á៉ងេម៉ចេពលែដលេគ*1 ប់លឺសេម�ងអងe fច?េគែដល¥ ¦បុ·ណេពកេទ? 
Since you used to sell Angkuoch, could you please share with me how young people 
react when they hear the sound of Angkuoch?  
 

ខ{ | ំមិនែដលsនសួរេក�ងៗ¥ ¦បុ·ណ ឬសម័យេទ។ ចួនWល េក�ងខ�ះសួរ 
េហ̀យេក�ងខ�ះេទ�តក៏មិនសួរេទ។ េក�ងែដលមកពីភូមិ ឬេខត1េផ«ង 
េពលែដលេគេឃ̀ញខ{ | ំ�Z ត់ េគក៏សួរ។ េហ̀យខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគចូលចិត1 ឬមិនចូលចិត1េទ។  
I have never asked young people whether it is traditional or modern. 
Sometimes young people asked me about it and some kids did not. Kids who 
came from other villages or provinces, when they saw me playing, they asked 
about it. And I could not guess whether they liked it or not.  

 
េប`េគទិញេទ`បដងឹេគចូលចិត1? 
You know they liked it only when they bought it?  
 

េប`េគÙប់´រម�ណ៍ េគទិញយក¦េ�។ េហ̀យខ{ | ំក៏លក់ឱ^! [េស̀ច...!]  
If they were interested, they bought it. And I sold it to them. [Laughs…]  

 
[12:44]  
 
អមãញ់មិញ បងTsប់ខ{ | ំ¥ &នអ#កេធ� `អងe fចពីរ�ក់។ ចុះេTUពីេនះ 
បង*� ល់អ#កេធ� `អងe fចេផ«ងេទ�តែដរឬេទ? 
Just now, you told me that there were only two people who used to make Angkuoch. 
Besides those, do you know any other Angkuoch makers?  
 

ដូច�អត់េទ! ខ{ | ំ*� ល់ពីរ�ក់ែដលេYTសះTសង់�ងត¢y ង និង&# ក់េទ�ត។ 
ពួកេគsនឈប់េធ� `អស់េហ̀យ។ និÁយេ� ខ{ | ំមិនសូវsនេYែដរ។ 
េប`ខ{ | ំsនេYេធ� `ដូចមុន ខ{ | ំTតyវទំ�ក់ទំនងេគ 
េប`ខ{ | ំមិន&នអងe fចTគប់សT&ប់Wរកុម�ង់។ េYេពលែដលខ{ | ំេធ� `មិនËន់ 
ខ{ | ំេ�េល̀កពីេគេដ`ម¢ីកុំឱ^�ច់េ&យ។  
No! I only knew that two Angkuoch makers lived at South Sras Srang [village] 
and there was another one, but they have already stopped. I do not really stay 
at home now. If I still stayed at home like before, I might have needed to 
interact with them if I did not have enough Angkuoch to fulfil my customers’ 
orders. When I did not finish making in time, I went to order from those others 
to make sure that my customers still came to me.  

 



 

 

ប៉ុែន1ឥឡy វេនះ ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគេYេធ� `ឬអត់េទ។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគsនTគà*រឬេYេឡ̀យេទ? ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគ�� ស់បë fរទីលំេYរឬេY? 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ េហ̀យខ{ | ំsនេ�េធ� `Wរបីបួន�# ំេហ̀យ ខ{ | ំមិនsនេYផZះ 
ដូេច#ះខ{ | ំមិនសូវជិតដិត�មួយÃ# ែដរ។  
But now I am not sure whether they still make [Angkuoch] or not.  I do not 
know whether they are already married or not yet. I do not know whether they 
have changed their address. I do not know. And now that I’ve been at work for 
a couple of years, I could not stay at home so I do not know about this well.  

 
[13:41]  
 
ចុះេTUពីភូមិTសះTសង់ េត`&នអ#កេផ«ងេទ�តេធ� `ែដរឬេទ?  
How about other makers besides the people in Sras Srang?  
 

េTUពីTសះTសង់ &នអ#កេYTពះ�ក់។ ពួកÃត់េYភូមិTពះ�ក់ ឃំុTពះ�ក់ 
Tស _កប�Z យTសី។ &នអ#កេធ� `Tបែហល�ពីរ�ក់េYTពះ�ក់។ ពីរ ឬបី�ក់ែដរ! 
េពលែដលខ{ | ំេធ� `មិនËន់ ខ{ | ំឧសÜហ៍េ�ទិញេYទីេ�ះែដរ។ ែតេពលេនះ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគេYេធ� `េទ�ត ឬមិនេធ� `េទ។ ខ{ | ំដឹងែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង។  
Besides Sras Srang [village], there were other makers in Preah Dak village. They 
lived in Preah Dak village, Preah Dak commune, Banteay Srey district. Maybe 
there were two makers at Preah Dak. Two or three makers! When I could not 
make enough Angkuoch to fulfil orders, I liked to go to buy there.  But now, I 
am not sure whether they continue to make [Angkuoch] or not.  I only know 
this.  

 
[14:22] 
 
អäß ឹងេគេធ� `អងe fចែតក± |ងពីរភូមិេនះេទ? 
Did Angkuoch makers live in only these two villages?  
 

sទ! ែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង!  
Yes! Only these!  

 
អងe fចTបេភទអ� ី?  
What type of Angkuoch did they make?  
 

អងe fចឬស«ី! េគេធ� `Tបេភទឬស«ីដូចÃ# ែដរ។ ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥េគេធ� `Tបេភទឬស«ីអ� ីេទ 
ែត&នែតឬស«ីTបេភទេនះេទែដលេធ� `sនលឺ។  
Angkuoch Russey! They made Angkuoch Russey like my family.  I do not know 
the type of bamboo but there is only one type of bamboo that can produce 
sound.   

 
លឺÁ៉ងេម៉ច?បង´ចTsប់ខ{ | ំsនេទ? 
How does it sound? Could you please show me?  
 

ខ{ | ំsន�Z ត់ឱ^េម`លេហ̀យ។ ¦លឺែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង។  
I have shown you. It is just like that.  

 
[14:45]  
 
ចុះបងេចះេធ� `សេម�ងនឹង&ត់េទ? 
Can you make a sound through your mouth?  
 



 

 

ខ{ | ំេធ� `មិនេក`តេទ។ [េស̀ច...]  
I cannot. [Laughs…]  

 
េត`បងមិនេចះបកT*យសេម�ងអងe fចេទ?  
Can you describe the sound of Angkuoch?  
 

អត់េទ! ខ{ | ំេចះែត�Z ត់ឱ^ែតលឺៗេទ។ េប`េធ� `ែបបបទេភ�ង ខ{ | ំមិនេចះេទ។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនsនេរ�ន�Z ត់ែដរ។  
No! I can make it to produce a sound. If you want me to make a rhythm, I 
cannot. I did not learn how to make a sound with rhythm.  

 
ែតបងគិត¥¦&នចµ� ក់េភ�ងែដរឬេទ? 
Do you think Angkuoch has rhythm?  
 

&ន! ´ច&ន! មិនែមន´ចេទ  គឺ&នែតម1ង! ែតËល់ែតអ#កេគេចះ�Z ត់! 
បងខ{ | ំ´ច�Z ត់sន េ�យ&នេភ�ងរបស់Ãត់។ Ãត់ក៏លក់ដូរែដរ។ Ãត់េធ� `Wរែដរ។ 
ពួកេយ̀ងមិនសូវ&នេពលជួបÃ# ផង។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥Ãត់´ច�Z ត់sនដូចមុនឬអត់េទ។ 
េ�យ*រÃត់ចូលេធ� `Wរមួយ�# ំ�ង។ �នយូរ´ច�ំឱ^�Z ត់មិនសូវលឺែដរ! 
ដូចេពលែដលខ{ | ំេធ� ` ខ{ | ំញ័រៃដ។ [េស̀ច...]  
Yes! It could have. Not only could but it definitely has. Only if the maker knows 
how to play. My brother could do it. He has his own rhythm. He used to sell 
them. He works now. We do not have time to meet each other. I am not sure 
whether he can play as well as before. He has been working for one year now. 
When I do not play it often, it is possible to say that I cannot play well. When I 
showed you the making process, my hands were shaking. [Laughs…]  

 
[15:35]  
 
បងគិត¥ Wរេធ� `អងe fចេនះ&ន*រៈសំ�ន់ែដរឬេទ?  
Is making Angkuoch important to you?  
 

ចំេáះWរេធ� `អងe fច *រៈសំ�ន់ទីមួយគឺថវ ²W។ ទីពីរគឺ 
ពួកេយ̀ង&នអងe fចrំងពីសម័យបុ·ណ។ ដូេច#ះ ខ{ | ំេធ� `េ�កុំឱ^¦sត់បង់។ េពលេនះ 
¦េសZ `រែតsត់បង់េ�េហ̀យ។ អ#កេចះេធ� `អងe fចេនះ&នតិចaស់។ [េស̀ច...]  
The first importance of Angkuoch making is that it generates income. 
Secondly, we have had it for a very long time. So I cannot let it be lost. Now, it 
is endangered. The Angkuoch makers become very few. [Laughs…]  

 
[16:00]  
 
អ#កេចះេធ� `&នចំនួនតិច។ ចុះចំែណកអ#កេលងវ ²ញ?  
The Angkuoch makers become few. How about the players?  
 

អ#កេលងក៏េចះតិចែដរ េ�យ*រអ#កេលងក៏េចះតិចែដរ។ អ#កែដលលក់ដូរ 
េទ`បេចះ�Z ត់។ េគេរ�ន�Z ត់េ�យខÒ fនេគ។ ខ{ | ំមិនដឹង¥ េគេរ�នÁ៉ងaេទ។ 
ខ{ | ំមិនដឹងែដរ។  
The players also become few because they play less. It is only the sellers who 
can play. They learn to play by themselves. I do not know how they learn. I do 
not know.  

 
េត`បងគិត¥  Wរេលងអងe fចេនះ&ន*រៈសំ�ន់ទឬេទសT&ប់បង?  
Is playing Angkuoch important to you? 



 

 

 
សT&ប់ខ{ | ំ ¦&ន*រៈសំ�ន់តិចតួច។ េពលែដលខ{ | ំ�Z ត់¦·ល់ៃថ×េ� 
¦&នសេម�ងពិេ·ះែដរ។ េពលែដលខ{ | ំេធ� ` ខ{ | ំ�Z ត់។ េហ̀យេពលែដលខ{ | ំ*1 ប់េ� 
¦មì៉ងែដរ។ េនះចំេáះខ{ | ំ។ ែតចំេáះេគដៃទ ខ{ | ំក៏មិនដឹងែដរ។  
For me it is less important. When I play it every day, I feel its sound is beautiful. 
When I make it, I play. And when I listen to it, it is good. This is for me. I do not 
know how others think about it.  

 
[16:42]  
 
េត`បងគិត¥ មនុស«មិន¥េក�ងឬÙស់ េត`ពួកÃត់គួរែតយល់ ឬ*� ល់ពីWរេលងអងe fច 
និងរេប�បេធ� `¦ែដរឬេទ? 
Regardless of being old or young, do you think people should learn how to make and 
play Angkuoch?  
 

rមចំណូល! អ#កខ�ះចូលចិត1! អ#កខ� ះចង់ទិញយកេ�លក់ 
និងអ#កខ�ះទិញយកេ�ទុកេម`ល។ អ#កខ�ះចង់េរ�នេធ� ` ែតេគក៏មិន&នេពលេទ។ 
េគ&នWរµររបស់េគ។ អäß ឹងWរ�Z ត់េនះ ¦´Tស័យេល̀ចំណង់ចំណូលេទ។ 
អ#កខ�ះក៏ចូលចិត1*1 ប់ អ#កខ� ះក៏មិនចូលចិត1*1 ប់។ ែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង!  
 
Depending on their interest. Some would like it [Angkuoch]. Some would buy 
it for on-selling and some would just buy it to keep. Some people would like 
to learn to make it but they do not have time. They have their own jobs. So it 
depends on the individual’s interest. Some people would like to listen and 
some not. That’s it.  

 
ែតអមãញ់មិញ បងនិÁយ¥¦�របស់ែដលជិតsត់បង់។ សT&ប់Wរគិតរបស់បង 
េត`បងគិត¥មនុស«គួរែត*� ល់ពី¦ែដរឬេទ?  
Just now, you told me that it is endangered. In your opinion, do you think people 
should learn about it?  
 

¦ជិតsត់បង់េ�យ*រពួកេយ̀ងមិនសូវsនេធ� `¦ែដរ។ អ#កខ�ះ*� ល់ 
អ#កខ�ះេទ�តក៏មិន*� ល់។ សT&ប់ខ{ | ំ ខ{ | ំចង់់ឱ^េគ*� ល់ឱ^sនេTច`ន េTáះអងí fចេនះ 
អ#កខ�ះមិន*� ល់ែតម1ង។ អäß ឹង!  
It is endangered because we do not care about it that much. Some people 
know about it and some people don’t. I personally want many people to know 
about it because some people have no idea what Angkuoch is.  

 
[17:50]  
 
អäß ឹង េត`បង&នក1 ីសងîឹមអ� ី�មួយឧបករណ៍អងe fចេYៃថ×�ងមុខ? 
So what do you hope for the future of Angkuoch?  
 

ខ{ | ំសងîឹម¥ េពលែដលខ{ | ំបµ¶ ញពីWរេធ� ` និងWរផÒ |ំ 
ខ{ | ំសងîឹម¥េយ̀ងËងំអស់Ã# ´ចជួយផ«ព�ផÜយឱ^sនដឹងលឺËងំអស់Ã#  
េTáះ¦�មរតករបស់ែខ� រេយ̀ង។ TÃន់ែតជួយផ«ព�ផÜយេ�Tគប់TÃន់េហ̀យ! [ 
េស̀ច...] ឱ^¦&នតៃម�តេ�មុខេទ�ត! [េស̀ច...!] 
I hope that when I demonstrate its making and playing, I hope that all of us 
can help to promote it widely because it is Khmer heritage. It is enough just 
helping to spread this [knowledge]. [Laughs…] Keep it valuable for the future! 
[Laughs…]  
 



 

 

ខ{ | ំគិត¥ ខ{ | ំអស់សំណួរសួរបងេហ̀យ។ អរគុណេTច`នែដលបងsនចំaយេពលមួយTពឹក 
និងមួយៃថ×សT&ប់Wរចូលរមួ។ ែតបងគិត¥ 
&នអ� ីេផ«ងេទ�តេទែដលបងចង់ែចករïែលក�មួយពួកខ{ | ំ?  
I think I have asked you all the questions. Thank you very much for spending one day 
and half of a morning to participate in this project. Do you think you have any other 
important things you want to share?  
 

ចំេáះWរែចករïែលករបស់ខ{ | ំ ដូចបងមកថតបµ¶ ញ 
ខ{ |sំនTតឹមែតជួយTsប់ពីរេប�បេធ� ` រេប�បផÒ |ំ 
េTáះ¦�មរតកែដលsនបន«ល់មកយូរេហ̀យ។ អäß ឹង សូមជួយែថរកÜ 
និងផ«ព�ផÜយ! ខ{ | ំ&នែតប៉ុណÂ ឹង! អរគុណ! [េស̀ច…] 
With regard to my sharing, since you came to take footage, I can only tell you 
about the process of making and playing because it is our heritage that has 
been left to us over a long period. So please help to preserve and promote it. I 
have only this [to say]. Thanks. [Laughs…]  

 
អរគុណ!  
Thanks!  
 
[19:07 - END]  
  


